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Abstract

The modernization of Reactor I&C, consisting of reactor limitation system, reactor control system and
rod control system, at Unterweser NPP is the pilot application of the state-of-the-art safety I&C system
TELEPERM XS. The Unterweser system has been integrated and tested from December 1996 to May 1997 in
the Siemens Erlangen test field and has been installed at site in July 1997. For the period from July 1997 to July
1998 the new TELEPERM XS based Reactor I&C system will be operated online-open-loop in parallel to the
existing system, in order to get infonnation about the long term stability of the system and conduct intensive
personnel training. For one selected function »Power distribution control" the operator has the possibility to
choose between the old controller and the new TELEPERM XS function. During the 1998 outage the
TELEPERM XS system will be connected to the process and the old I&C system will be dismantled. This
document describes the experiences gathered during system integration in the test field.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. TELEPERM XS

TELEPERM XS is the new Siemens KWU digital I&C system for safety applications. It is
qualified for IE applications (e.g. reactor protection system).
The generic hardware and software qualification (type testing) of the TELEPERM XS components
has been conducted by GRS Istec and TUV Nord/TUV Rheinland.

Additional to the component qualification a plant independent system test was required by the
above mentioned third party assessors (see also /I/). This generic system test has been performed
using the four train system for the modernization project of reactor I&C for Unterweser NPP.

The following Table 1 gives an overview on test field activities for TELEPERM XS projects
during the year 1997.

TABLE 1: OVERVIEW OF TEST FIELD ACnVITIES FOR TELEPERM XS PROJECTS DURING
THE YEAR 1997.

NPP

Unterweser

Bohunice V1-.2

Bohunice VI- 1

Neckar 1

Oskarshamn Unit 1

Item for I&C modernization

Reactor limitation & control
systems, rod control system
Reactor protection, limitation
and control systems, neutron flux
measurement
Reactor protection, limitation
and control systems, neutron flux
measurement
Reactor limitation & control
systems, rod control system
Neutron flux monitoring system

Period in test
field
12/96 - 05/97

04/97 - 08/97

09/97 - 01/98

08/97 - 01/98

10/97-01/98

Number of
I&C cabinets
20

20

20

18

5
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1.2. Unterweser. Modernization of reactor I&C project

1.2.1. History

In 1993 first feasibility studies have been carried out in order to replace the reactor I&C at
Unterweser NPP. The basic concepts for this modernization project, including the licensing
documentation have been elaborated in 1995 within the scope of a basic design phase. In December
1995 the contract for the replacement of the system was signed and at the same time the plant specific
licensing procedure has been started. The licensing authority is the Ministry of Environmental Affairs
of the state of Niedersachsen, which called the TUV Nord as official assessor. In 1996 the detailed
engineering and the manufacturing of the system hardware were performed and in December 1996 the
system integration at the Erlangen test field was started. The factory acceptance test (FAT) has been
finished successfully in May 1997. The system has been installed at Unterweser NPP during the
outage in July 1997 and is operated now in parallel to the existing system, in order to get operational
experience about the long term stability of the system and to perform intensive personnel training. To
gain as quick and as much as possible operational experience with the closed loop operation the
function for ,,Power distribution control" is selected. The operator has the possibility to switch on
alternatively the hardwired controller or the new function implemented in the TELEPERM XS
system.

During the 1998 outage the TELEPERM XS system will be connected to the process and the
old I&C system will be dismantled.

1.2.2. System architecture

The system architecture is shown in Fig.l. The system has 4-fold redundant system
configurations for reactor limitation and reactor control functions, which consist each of data
acquisition and data processing computers. Thus the superposition of service activities in one train
with a single failure in a second train is tolerated without system failure. The rod control functions are
carried out at the actuation level for 8 control rods on one actuation computer. Unterweser NPP has
61 control rods. Thus 8 actuation computers are installed. The actuation computer have a special high
reliable and high available computer configuration, called ,,Voter" which consist of two
master/checker pairs with hardwired OR connection of the output actuation signals. The actuation
computer receive signals from reactor limitation and reactor control functions, whereas the priority of
reactor limitation functions is assured. Each train has a message computer which performs the
message processing and serves as interface to the control room, the service unit and the plant
computer system. The plant computer system is connected to the TELEPERM XS system via special
gateway computers, which perform the adaptation between the two systems.

1.3. Parties involved in the system integration and testing

The system integration and testing was divided into two main parts:

generic application independent system test performed by the Siemens KWU development
team for TELEPERM XS and supervised by the TELEPERM XS assessors TUV Nord and
GRS Istec.

plant specific system test performed by the Siemens KWU project team for the Unterweser
project and supervised by the customer (Unterweser NPP) and by the assessor for the
Unterweser project TUV Nord.
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F/G. /. System architecture.

T T T T T T T T

F/G. 2. Je5f configuration.

2. INSTALLATION OF THE SYSTEM AT THE TEST FIELD

In. Fig. 2 the system configuration, installed in the test field is shown. The complete set of
TELEPERM XS hardware has been installed and all communication networks have been connected.
Thus 100% of the system hardware formed the test object.

All I/O signals of the test object have been connected to a test computer which was able to
provide all input data (field and control room inputs) and read all output data (actuation signals and
control room annunciation) in real-time. By sending predefined input signal combinations to the test
object and reading the output signals a black box open loop testing of the system can be performed.
Furthermore a process simulator has been installed on the test computer in order to perform a closed
loop testing by initiating design basis accidents and monitoring the integral behaviour of I&C and
process simulator.
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A service unit has been connected to the test object, which was used for special test cases like
I/O testing as well as for error tracking and monitoring the system during the black box testing. Fig. 3
shows the view on the service unit in the test field.

The gateway computers, designed for interfacing of the TELEPERM XS system with the plant
computer information system, have been installed in the test field together with a plant computer
simulation device, which served as data sink for the gateway computers. Thus the complete signal
path from the TELEPERM XS function computers to the plant information system could be tested.

FIG. 3. View of test field installation.

The test computer is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of a operator station based on HP workstation
and I/O devices, based on SIMICRO MMC computers and SIMATIC S5 I/O modules connected to
the operator station via IEC interface (GPIB). The test software is based on UNISYSTEM simulation
software which allows the setting and reading of all signals at the system interface for open loop
testing. The process model used for closed loop testing is based on the OPAL function trainer for
Siemens KWU PWR reactors 1300MW. The OPAL function trainer has been included in the
UNISYSTEM simulation software, while the simulation software of the I&C in the OPAL program
was replaced by I/O calls of the TELEPERM XS I/C system.

3. PLANT INDEPENDENT SYSTEM TEST

The plant independent system tests were performed from December 1996 to June 1997 at the
test object of the Unterweser reactor I&C project. This generic system test forms an additional test to
the generic component qualification and has two main test goals:

- integration of all hardware and software components (System integration test);
- proof of TELEPERM XS system properties (System properties test).

In parallel to the plant independent tests since March 1997 also the specific tests for the
Unterweser reactor I&C project were performed which were finalised end of may 1997 with the
successful factory acceptance tests.
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FIG. 4. Test environment (I/O system and operator station)

3.1. Generic system integration test

The system integration test deals with the integration of the individual hardware and software
components. Test purpose is the validation of the interfaces between the components (as far as these
are not tested or could not have been tested during the component development phase and the
component qualification). This system integration test is independent from the project specific system
requirements.

The main test objects are:

HW and SW configuration check;

HW integration;

interfaces of the TELEPERM XS runtime environment with system hardware, operating
system, exception handler, I/O drivers, application software, service unit;

interfaces of the TELEPERM XS exception handler to NMI handler, Diagnostics monitor,
service unit, I/O drivers, system hardware;

signal interface of the I/O drivers to the application software;

self test software.

For these test objects test goals and requirements have been defined in order to specify test
procedures and perform the tests.
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3.2. Generic system properties test

The system properties test deals with the properties of an integrated TELEPERM XS system
with distributed functionality. It serves for the validation of the system properties against the
requirements:

- deterministic system behaviour;

- real-time properties;

- failure behaviour;

- fault tolerance;

- failure propagation barriers;

- test, maintenance and diagnostic properties.

The main test objects are:

- start-up properties;

- operation properties, incl.:

deterministic system behaviour,
constant processor and bus load,

- real-time properties,
reaction time.

- correct execution of application functions, incl.:
- independence of the different application functions,
- independence from service interventions.

- independence properties of different computers;

- failure behaviour and fault tolerance, e.g. detection and annunciation of failures of:
- individual signals,

I/O boards,
- communication processors,

LANs,
- cyclic self-monitoring,
- individual computers,

several computers.

- Cabinet alarm device, incl.:
plug-in control,

- inhibit signal output,
- watchdog.

failure propagation barriers;

- failure behaviour and fault tolerance of voters;

- test, maintenance and diagnosis.
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4. ROJECT SPECIFIC TESTS OF THE UNTERWESER REACTOR I&C IN THE TEST FIELD

4.1. Preconditions, preceding tests

Prior to the test field testing several function tests have been performed in order to provide a
pre-tested function software to the test field and save efforts (time and money) for function tests in
the test field. For this purpose the TELEPERM XS engineering tool SPACE provides test
environment tools, which allow functional testing of the application software on a workstation in
pseudo real-time.
The principle of test environment creation is shown on Fig. 5.

The function software which is automatically generated out of the function diagrams by means
of a qualified code generator can be used for TELEPERM XS target hardware as well as for test
environment. For testing it is linked together with simulation interface software to a test bed based on
UNISYSTEM software. In case of the Unterweser project a process simulation program package
OPAL was available, which was combined with the TELEPERM XS function code.

The test bed is operated by test scripts based on UNISYSTEM test language. The test language
is the same used for operating the test computer in the test field. Thus the same test programs have
been used in simulation environment and test field which gave the possibility of comparison of the
results of both tests. The results of the tests are output data files, which can be evaluated by standard
graphic tools.

Testscripts Simulator

FIG. 5. Working principle of test environment.

4.1.1. Individual function tests in the simulation environment (1CPU, open loop)

Within detailed engineering phase the application functions have been tested individually in
simulation environment. For this purpose the function to be tested has been designed for 1 of the 4
trains or for 1 of the 61 control rods respectively. After that the function was isolated from the other
functions and provided with appropriate input and output connections. Function test have been
performed be supplying input data to the isolated function and reading the output data. In total several
hundreds test cases have been performed for 48 test objects (isolated functions).

After these tests the functions have been copied for the other trains or for the other control rods
and the complete SW specification was designed.
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4.1.2. Integral function test in the simulation environment (1CPU, open loop)

After the complete SW specification was finished and the code generation for the complete
I&C system was carried out successfully, the application software was compiled completely for
integral function tests/These tests have been carried out for selected complicated algorithms in order
to provide test field support.

The integral tests relevant for the customer and the assessor have been carried out on the
hardware in the test field.

4.1.3. Integral function test with process model in the simulation environment (1CPU, closed loop)

In parallel to the open loop tests in the test environment the complete SW specification was
connected to the process model OPAL in order to get a closed loop simulation environment. The
complete process and I&C software was compiled and linked to a executable simulation program on
the HP workstation. Thus complete operational and accident scenarios could be computed in the
simulation environment. The real-time factor of this closed loop simulation was about 5-10
(depending on the computing power of the respective workstation).

The following relevant test cases have been performed in the closed loop environment:

operational power transients (100% -> 50% -> 100% ; 5%/min ; 10%/min);
power drop (100% -> 0%; 100% -> 50%);

- loss of 1 -out-of-2 main feed water pumps;
- loss of 3-out-of-6 main cooling water pumps;
- loss of 2-out-of-2 main feed water pumps;
- loss of 1 -out-of-4 main coolant pumps;
- unintended drop of 1 control rod;
- unintended de-borating;
- unintended opening of main steam release valve;
- power density too high, upper core;
- power density too high, lower core.

The performance of these simulations is essential for reducing the number of plant experiments
on site during commissioning. On the other hand these close loop tests have been repeated in the test
field in order to compare the results and get information about the quality of the simulation tools.

4.1.4. Control rod actuation test

In parallel to the function tests in the simulation environment the actuation of a control rod via
TELEPERM XS voting computers has been tested. The control rods of Siemens KWU PWR reactors
are operated by solenoid coils in step drive mechanism. The three drive coils (holding coil, lifting coil
and gripping coil) have to be operated in a well defined time sequence in order to lift or lower a
control rod. The drives can perform max. 1 step / min (lstep = lcm). At Siemens KWU control rod
test facilities the TELEPERM XS actuation computer was installed and the control rod actuation was
tested under normal and failure conditions of the actuation computer. It was shown, that the control
rods are appropriate operated under all conditions.

4.2. Electrical and I&C commissioning

After finishing the manufacturing and pre-commissioning of the TELEPERM XS cabinets and
modules the complete I&C system, consisting of 20 cabinets, was installed and power supplied in the
test field. The complete computer network, consisting of more than 150 fibre optical bus connections
was installed and all I/O channels of the test object have been connected to the test computer.
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First step of test field commissioning was the electrical and I&C commissioning, incl.:

- software download, test of LANs;
I/O signal test.

4.2.1. Software download / test of LANs

The system software was downloaded to every computer in the network, including function
computers and communication processors. In order to test the LANs special application software was
downloaded to the function computers. After the successful end of the LAN tests the original function
software was downloaded to the computers.

4.2.2. I/O signal test

The I/O tests perform the precondition for the function tests. The complete path of the signals
from the test computer software via test computer I/O boards, cabling, TELEPERM XS I/O boards to
the TELEPERM XS function software was tested in a overlapping manner. Thus the following types
of errors can be detected:

- software errors in the test computer;
hardware errors in the test computer I/O boards;
cabling errors from test computer to TELEPERM XS;
hardware errors in the TELEPERM XS I/O boards;

- software errors in the TELEPERM XS function diagrams.

The input tests have been performed by setting the input signal with the test computer and
reading the data in the TELEPERM XS computer via service unit. The output tests have been
performed by setting the signals in the TELEPERM XS computer (test mode) and reading them in the
test computer.

4 3 . Project specific system tests

Additional to the generic system tests several application specific system tests have been
performed.

4.3.1. Computer load and LAN load

A main system property consists in the constant processor and bus load under any conditions.
Thus the measurement of these values gives an understanding about the reserves of the system. The
computing time of a processor in comparison to the cycle time is a measure of the processor load.
Within the time reserve between the end of a computing cycle and the begin of the next cycle the
cyclic self-monitoring is performed and service tasks are fulfilled. The computing and cycle times of
each computer have been measured.

The data packages from one computer to the other are transferred strictly cyclic, which leads to
a relatively high, but constant bus load. Thus the bus load measured under normal operation
conditions gives the figure for all situations including the system demand. The bus load was measured
for all LANs.

Additionally the values measured for computer and LAN load were checked against the
theoretical values given by the SPACE tools in order to verify the load models of these tools.
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4.3.2. I&C cabinet alarms

The TELEPERM XS cabinets perform alarm functions under the following conditions:

- plug-in control of modules;
- computer failure, incl. inhibit I/O;

power supply failure;
temperature or ventilation alarm;

- door open alarm.

These functions have to be tested for each individual electronic cabinet.

4.4. Function tests

The function tests formed the main part of test field testing. Several thousands tests have been
performed in order to cover the complete functionality of the I&C system. The function tests have
been performed as black box tests. That means that the only relevant test device was the test
computer. The service unit, which has the possibility of monitoring the internal states of the I&C
system during tests was used for supporting the error diagnosis.

4.4.1. Function tests without I&C failures (nCPU, open loop)

The function tests without I&C failure test the behaviour of the I&C system under normal
circumstances. They are based on the individual function tests in the simulation environment (see
Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2) and cover the complete functionality of:

- reactor limitation system;
- reactor control system;
- rod control actuation;
- message processing
- control room annunciation and indication;
- manual interventions.

The tests have been carried out as positive tests.

4.4.2. Function tests with I&C failures (nCPU, open loop)

The safety I&C system has to cope with the different failure combinations laid out in the
appropriate rules and codes. With these tests the function of the safety I&C functions under hardware
failure conditions of the I&C has been proven:

- failure of input signals;
- failure of I/O boards;
- failure of communication lines;
- failure of computers;
- failure of voter subsystems.

The system has shown in these tests its extremely high degree of fault tolerance as well as
effective barriers against fault propagation.

4.5. Tests with process model (nCPU, closed loop)

The closed loop function tests carried out in the simulation environment and described in
Section 4.1.3 have been repeated under real conditions with the TELEPERM XS hardware and the
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test computer. For this purpose the process model has to be computed in real-time in order to provide
input information to the TELEPERM XS system via the hardwired interface and acquire output
information from it.

The test results of the simulation environment and the results of the test field testing have been
compared. They showed a high degree of similarity. The differences between both test results are due
to:

Electrical inaccuracies of the hardwired interface between test computer and test object.
Compared with the ,,clean" signal transfer in the simulation environment the test field tests
show electrical effects of D/A and A/D conversion .

Timing effects due to the asynchronous mode of operation of the distributed multiprocessor
system in the test field. In the simulation environment the functions of all computers are
calculated sequentially for each time step. Thus no timing effects between the computers can be
detected. The life system in test field show these kind of timing effects.

The above mentioned effects do not influence the integral behaviour of the system. The system
reaction an incident situations can be seen on both kind of tests with the similar quality. This leads to
the conclusion, that for prediction of the functional behaviour of TELEPERM XS systems the
simulation environment is an appropriate solution. For intended modifications of the functionality of
installed TELEPERM XS systems in the future (with no possibility of test field testing) the simulation
environment can be a powerful tool for function testing.

4.6. Factory Acceptance test

The factory acceptance test was successfully finished in the Erlangen test field in May 1997.
The customer and the assessor attended the final tests (see Fig. 6).

FIG. 6. Factory acceptance test.
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4.8. Installation and commissioning at site for parallel operation

After the FAT the system was installed on site and commissioned during the outage in July.
The TELEPERM XS system network was completely installed and commissioned and selected input
and output signals were provided to the system.

Since July 1997 the system is in operation online open loop in parallel to the old system. The
purposes of the parallel operation are the following:

- acquisition of operation experience for the pilot installation of a TELEPERM XS system;
- division of the commissioning activities on two outage periods;
- intensive personnel training on site.

The system is connected to the plant computer information systems via the above mentioned
gateways. Thus the operation and failure behaviour is constantly monitored.

For one selected function ,,power distribution control" a second set of control room equipment
has been installed and the operator has the possibility to choose between the conventional controller
and the new TELEPERM XS system. The TELEPERM XS "power distribution control" is in
operation most of the time with exception of the training and commissioning periods.

The one-year online open loop operation of the TELEPERM XS system serves furthermore for
acquisition of operation experience for the system as well as for the failure rates of the components.
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